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Abstract² In positron emission tomography (PET) imaging, 
accurate clinical assessment is often affected by the partial volume 
effect (PVE) leading to overestimation (spill-in) or 
underestimation (spill-out) of activity in various small regions. The 
spill-in correction, in particular, can be very challenging when the 
target region is close to a hot background region. Therefore, this 
study evaluates and compares the performance of various recently 
developed spill-in correction techniques, namely: background 
correction (BC), local projection (LP), and hybrid kernelized 
(HKEM) methods. We used a simulated digital phantom and [18F]-
NaF PET data of three patients with abdominal aortic aneurysms 
(AAA) acquired with Siemens Biograph mMRTM and mCTTM 
scanners respectively. Region of Interest (ROI) analysis was 
performed and the extracted SUVmean, SUVmax and target-to-
background ratio (TBR) scores were compared. Results showed 
substantial spill-in effects from hot regions to targeted regions, 
which are more prominent in small structures. The phantom 
experiment demonstrated the feasibility of spill-in correction with 
all methods. For the patient data, large differences in SUVmean, 
SUVmax and TBRmax scores were observed between the ROIs drawn 
over the entire aneurysm and ROIs excluding some regions close 
to the bone. Overall, BC yielded the best performance in spill-in 
correction in both phantom and patient studies. 
Index Terms²PET, SPECT, PVE, spill-in effect, quantification 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ositron emission tomography (PET) is a useful imaging 
technique for disease diagnosis and treatment response 
evaluation. However, its quantification accuracy is often 
affected by the partial volume effect (PVE) resulting from the 
limited spatial resolution of the PET imaging system [1]-[3].  
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PVE could be in the form of spill-out effect, which leads to 
loss of activity from a target tissue to the surrounding regions, 
or spill-in effect, which results in excess activity moving from 
adjacent regions into a tissue [3]. The spill-in effect is 
particularly evident when a small region of interest (ROI) lies 
in close proximity to regions of very high tracer uptake [4]-[7]. 
Various techniques have been employed for spill-in 
correction, but none has proven effective when the ROI is 
located within 1-5 cm from a highly radioactive region such as 
the urinary bladder, myocardium or bone [5], [8]. Past studies 
have shown that in such situations the standardized uptake 
value (SUV) is often substantially overestimated and therefore 
invalid [4]. This effect can limit PET imaging in certain clinical 
investigations such as [18F]- NaF PET imaging of the abdominal 
aortic aneurysm (AAA) where extensive spill-in effect from the 
bone into the aneurysm can be observed [8]-[10]. Common 
image analysis techniques to mitigate the spill-in contamination 
include masking out the highly radioactive region in the image 
space, or simply excluding areas of spill in from regions of 
interest around the tissue of interest [8]-[10]. The challenge is 
the high dependence of the measurements on clinician 
expertise. In addition, a certain degree of potentially important 
physiological information might be lost from the excluded 
regions. There is therefore a clear need for more practical 
methods to correct for the spill-in effects. 
Recently, a background correction (BC) technique was 
implemented which iteratively removes the entire background 
contribution from the reconstructed image [5], [7]-[11]. This 
method showed promising results for spill-in correction, but the 
BC technique to the best of our knowledge has been tested only 
in one clinical case, so far [8]. Also, its performance has not 
been compared with other correction techniques. Therefore, the 
aims of this study are: (1) to investigate the spill in effect in 
simulated phantom with known activity and patients with AAA 
lesions in close proximity to bone tissue; and also to see how 
this could potentially impact quantification in the regions of 
interest, (2) to evaluate the performance of the BC technique 
against two recently proposed PET correction techniques to 
compensate for spill-in effects in these cases. These two 
techniques were selected because they are new novel 
techniques which have been recently shown to mitigate errors 
due to partial volume effects, and because of their ease of 
implementation. 
II. THEORY 
Spill-in correction of PET data was implemented using three 
approaches: (A) Background Correction (BC); (B) Local 
Projection (LP); and (C) Hybrid Kernel (HKEM) methods. 
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A. Background Correction (BC) Method  
This method involves segmentation of the hot background 
region from a high-resolution anatomical image such as MR or 
CT. The region mask ௝ܴ is multiplied by the reconstructed 
image ௝݂ሺேሻ at 3 iterations to obtain the background contribution ௝ܵ ൌ ௝ܴ ௝݂ሺேሻ in the reconstructed image. This is forward-
projected to obtain the sinogram ൫ ௜ܲ ൌ  ? ܪ௜௝ ௝ܵ௝ ൯, which is then 
combined with the original additive sinogram term ܣ௜  of the 
OSEM reconstruction to obtain a corrected image. A flow chart 
of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1 and defined by (1): 
௝݂ሺ௡ାଵሻ ൌ  ௙ೕሺ೙ሻ ? ு೔ೕ೔אೄ್  ? ܪ௜௝௜אௌ್ ௬೔ ? ு೔ೖ௙ೖሺ೙ሻା஺೔ା௉೔ೖ     (1) 
where ݕ௜ is the recorded projection data for detector pair i, ܪ௜௝ 
is the system matrix defining the probability for an event 
located in image pixel j being detected by detector pair i, ܣ௜  is 
the additive sinogram term (consisting of the randoms and 
scatter events), ௜ܲ is the background sinogram contribution, 
added to the original additive sinograms ܣ௜  of the standard 
OSEM reconstruction, and ௝݂ሺ௡ାଵሻ is the background-corrected 
activity in voxel j of the reconstructed image updated after the 
nth iteration. 
It is worth noting that the BC reconstruction technique is the 
same as the standard OSEM reconstruction, where a uniform 
image is used as the initial estimate. The only difference is that 
in the BC technique, the additive sinogram term now consists 
of an extra component to account for the background 
contribution in addition to randoms and scatter. Also, the 
background region is not corrected for PVE, apart from the 
resolution modelling applied to the entire image. The BC 
technique was only used to correct for the extra spill in effect 
emanating from the hot background region into the ROIs. 
The background contribution was estimated from PET 
images produced from an initial PET reconstruction with PSF 
modeling after three iterations which is a standard setting in 
most clinical PET protocols. More so, in our study, the 
estimated background regions were quite large, and hence, the 
background activity converged nearly after the 3rd iteration. 
This is demonstrated for the patient datasets in the 
supplementary Fig. S1.  
B. Local Projection (LP) Method 
A previously introduced local projection (LP) method [12], 
[13] was adapted for spill-in correction, where the image to be 
corrected is segmented into the target volumes of interest 
(VOIs) and a global background outside the target VOIs. In 
addition to the standard LP method, this study involved an 
additional hot region segmentation, which is responsible for the 
spill-in of activity into the target lesions. Therefore, in this 
study, the image to be corrected is segmented into a target VOI 
(consisting of the ROIs), and the global background outside the 
target VOI. 
The measured emission projection counts, ݕ௜ , can be 
modelled as the sum of the projection counts from the 2-tissue 
VOI, plus the counts originating from the global background 
outside the VOI, as shown in (2):  
ݕ௜ ൌ  ? ௝ܸܥ௜௝ ൅ ݃௢௨௧ǡ௜௃௝ୀଵ                (2) 
where ݕ௜  are the expected counts per sinogram bin i, ௝ܸ  is the 
activity for each segmented tissue inside the VOI, ܥ௜௝ is the 
system matrix for each segmented tissue, and ݃௢௨௧ǡ௜ are the 
counts originating from the global background outside the 
target VOI. 
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the background correction (BC) method. For the 
current implementation, n is the number of iterations (i.e. n «
while N is the iteration at which the background contribution was 
estimated (i.e. N=3). 
 
Partial volume correction using the LP technique is 
performed as a post-reconstruction step. The system matrix 
values, ܥ௜௝, for each segmented tissue and the global 
background, ݃௢௨௧ǡ௜, are first computed. Then, the LP tissue-
activities, ܸ ௝, are obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood for 
the expected value ݕ௜  as shown in (3).   ? ௝ܸᇲሺ௞ሻ ቈ ? ஼೔ೕᇲ஼೔ೕ௬೔ሺೖሻ௜ ቉ ൌ  ? ஼೔ೕቀ௡೔ି௚೚ೠ೟ǡ೔ሺೖሻ ቁ௬೔ሺೖሻ௜௃௝ᇲୀଵ        (3) 
where ݊௜ are the measured count per sinogram bin. This 
equation is solved iteratively where the values of ݕ௜ , and ௝ܸ and ݃௢௨௧ǡ௜ are updated after each iteration ሺ݇ሻ. The resulting tissue 
activities will then be substituted in place of the original activity 
in each voxel within the target VOI. The resulting image is 
forward-projected and the obtained sinogram is reconstructed 
with the STIR library. The forward projector used is based on 
6LGGRQ¶Vmatrix ray tracing algorithm with 10 tangential rays 
traced for each projection bin. A flow chart of the LP method is 
given in Fig. 2. 
  
 
C. Hybrid Kernel Expectation Maximization 
(HKEM) 
The recently proposed hybrid kernel expectation maximization 
(HKEM) method [14], [15], which uses information from both 
PET and an anatomical image in order to compensate for partial 
volume effects, was used in this study. The advantage of the 
kernel method is that it does not require segmentation and it 
achieves improved resolution for each individual voxel and also 
for the edges of a region [16], [17]. This technique, although it 
is not a dedicated partial volume correction technique, was used 
so as to explore the edge-preserving and noise-suppression 
performance in enhancing resolution recovery and reducing the 
spill-in effect from the hot background into the colder ROIs 
[18]. 
Fig.  2. Flowchart of the LP method. 
The kernel method re-parameterizes the expectation 
maximization (EM) algorithm in terms of spatial basis 
functions (kernel matrix K) and coefficients (ߙ). Therefore, the 
image to be reconstructed, ௝݂, can be expressed as: 
௝݂ ൌ  ? ߙ௠݇௠௝ெ௠ୀଵ                  (4) 
where ݇௠௝ is the ݆݉௧௛ element of the kernel matrix, and ߙ௠ is 
the coefficient vector to be estimated in the expectation 
maximization step as shown in (5): 
ߙ௠ሺ௡ାଵሻ ൌ ఈ೘ሺ೙ሻ ? ௞೗೘ሺ೙ሻ೗  ? ு೔೗೔  ? ݇௟௠ሺ௡ሻ௟   ? ܪ௜௟௟ ௬೔ ? ு್್  ? ௞೜್ሺ೙ሻ೜ ఈ೜ሺ೙ሻା஺೔  (5) 
Since the hybrid kernel method extracts information from both 
anatomical and PET images, the kernel matrix can then be 
expressed as: ݇௟௠ሺ௡ሻ ൌ ݇௔ሺ߭௠ǡ ߭௟ሻǤ ݇௣൫ݖ௠ሺ௡ሻ ǡ ݖ௟ሺ௡ሻ൯           (6) 
where ݇௔ and ݇௣ are the kernel components from the 
attenuation and PET images respectively, calculated using the 
functions in (7) and (8):  ݇௔ሺ߭௠ǡ ߭௟ሻ ൌ ݁ݔ݌ ቀെ ԡజ೘ିజ೗ԡమଶఙమೌ ቁ ݁ݔ݌ ൬െ ԡ௫೘ି௫೗ԡమଶఙ೏ೌమ ൰    (7) 
݇௣൫ݖ௠ሺ௡ሻǡ ݖ௟ሺ௡ሻ൯ ൌ ݁ݔ݌ ൭െ ቛ௭೘ሺ೙ሻି௭೗ሺ೙ሻቛమଶఙ೛మ ൱ ݁ݔ݌ ൬െ ԡ௫೘ି௫೗ԡమଶఙ೏೛మ ൰ (8) 
where ߭௠ and ݖ௠ሺ௡ሻ are the feature vectors calculated from the 
attenuation image and the ݊௧௛ iteration PET image, ߙ, 
respectively, while ߪ௔, ߪ௣, ߪௗ௔ and ߪௗ௣ are scaling parameters 
for the distances in (7) and (8). Further details and 
implementation of the HKEM technique can be found in [14] 
and [15]. 
In this work, we used a high-resolution MR attenuation 
correction (MRAC) image to extract the anatomical 
information needed for the algorithm. Moreover, for the 
aforementioned HKEM parameters, we used the values of ߪ௔ = ߪ௣ ൌ  ?, and ߪௗ௔= ߪௗ௣ ൌ  ? yielding the best trade-off between 
image quality and noise according to a previous optimization 
study [15]. 
The advantage of the HKEM technique is the employment of 
the PET image to estimate one part of the hybrid kernel, thereby 
reducing the dependence on the anatomical image. Also, unlike 
BC and LP methods, there is no need for a preliminary 
reconstruction step. 
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Two datasets were used in this study: (i) a digital simulation 
using the XCAT2 phantom, and (ii) 3 clinical PET datasets 
from patients with abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) 
undergoing [18F]-NaF PET/CT imaging. 
A. Simulation 
For this study, the pelvic region was simulated using a digital 
anthropomorphic XCAT2 Phantom [19], [20] with a typical 
[18F]-FDG distribution. This simulated data include a fixed size 
bladder with SUV 55.5 (representing the hot source) and 
various-sized lesions with SUV 8 placed at different positions 
around the bladder (as shown in Fig. 3). 
 
 
Fig. 3: The simulated data from digital XCAT2 phantom: (a) is the 
emission image showing an active bladder surrounded with lesions of 
various diameters ranging from 6mm to 20 mm, while (b) is the 
attenuation image used for attenuation correction. The yellow ROIs in 
(a) are the selected background ROIs used to calculate the contrast.  
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Emission and attenuation images were generated, and these 
were blurred with the scanner specific PSF in order to simulate 
the partial volume effects from the scanner. The dedicated PSF 
kernel for the Siemens mMR scanner was modeled as a 
Gaussian filter with 4.1 mm axial and 4.0 mm transverse 
FWHM according to experimental point source PSF 
measurements with the Siemens mMR scanner [21]. The 
blurred images were then forward projected to obtain the 
sinograms using simulated Siemens mMR scanner. The 
IRUZDUG SURMHFWRU XVHG LV EDVHG RQ 6LGGRQ¶V UD\ WUDFLQJ
algorithm [22], tracing 10 tangential rays for each bin. 
Attenuation correction factors (ACF) were calculated from the 
attenuation image and this was used to attenuate the emission 
sinogram. Constant normalisation and randoms sinograms were 
also generated, with the random counts making up to 20% of 
the total projection data. Scatter was estimated analytically 
using the single-scatter simulation (SSS) approach [23] as 
incorporated into STIR [24]. A scaling factor was applied to 
make the scatter count 35% of the total simulated events. The 
random and scatter sinograms were used to generate the 
additive term, while the attenuation and normalisation 
sinograms were used as multiplicative terms. 
Poisson noise was simulated for approximately 65M counts 
and 10 noise realisations were performed for statistical analysis. 
The noisy sinograms were reconstructed with STIR [25] using 
the iterative Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximization 
(OSEM) algorithm with 21 subsets and 10 full iterations. The 
images have 344 ൈ 344 ൈ 127 voxels of 2.086 mm ൈ 2.086 mm ൈ 2.031 mm. A scanner-specific point spread function (PSF) 
was incorporated into the reconstruction algorithm [26], [27] in 
order to perform a voxel-by-voxel resolution recovery as 
represented in (9). ܪ௜௝ᇱ ൌ  ? ܪ௞௝ܲܵܨ௜௞௞                 (9) 
where ܪ௞௝ represents the original system matrix, and ܪ௜௝ᇱ  is the 
system matrix convolved with the PET scanner-specific 
spatially invariant PSF in both forward and back projections.  
PVE correction was performed with all the techniques 
highlighted in Section II. For the background correction (BC) 
method, the bladder was automatically segmented from the 
digital phantom and the bladder sinogram was included as an 
additive sinogram term in the OSEM reconstruction (details in 
section IIA). The LP method was implemented for the phantom 
using three regions, where the six lesions and the bladder are 
the target VOI, and the remaining background region form the 
global background. 
ROI analysis was done by placing spherical ROIs with 
diameters equal to the lesion sizes on the exact position of the 
lesions. For each noise realisation, the mean and maximum 
SUV values (SUVmean
 
and SUVmax) in each ROI was estimated 
for quantification purpose. For each reconstruction technique, 
the Recovery Coefficient (RC), contrast (C) and coefficient of 
variation (CoV) of each lesion was estimated using (10) to (12). 
These were used as figures of merit to show the resolution 
recovery, image contrast as well as the noise properties of each 
correction technique. ܴܥ ൌ ௟௘௦௜௢௡ௌ௎௏೐ೞ೟೔೘ೌ೟೐೏௟௘௦௜௢௡ௌ௎௏೟ೝೠ೐               (10) 
ܥ்஻ ൌ  భಿ೅  ? ೕ்ಿ೅ೕభಿಳ  ? ೖ்ಿಳೖ                  (11)  ܥܱܸ ൌ  ଵభಿ೅  ? ೕ்ಿ೅ೕ ට ଵே೅ିଵ  ? ቀ ௝ܶ െ ଵே೅  ? ௝ܶே೅௝ ቁଶே೅௝      (12) 
where ௝ܶ is the value of voxel j of the reconstructed image, j is 
one of the ்ܰ voxels of the target lesion, and k is one of the ஻ܰ 
voxels of the background normal tissue. The background values 
were estimated as the average of the 3 yellow ROIs shown in 
Fig. 3a. 
To estimate the spill in effect from the hot bladder into the 
surrounding lesions, we carried out another simulation with 
zero activity in the bladder. We then estimated the difference in 
the RC values using:   ?ܦ݂݂݅݅݊ܴܥ ൌ  ோ஼ೄೆೇఱఱǤఱିோ஼ೄೆೇబோ஼ೄೆೇబ ൈ  ? ? ?      (13) 
where ܴ ܥௌ௎௏ହହǤହ and ܴ ܥௌ௎௏଴ are the lesion RC values at bladder 
SUVs 55.5 and 0, respectively. 
B. Patient Data 
Three human patient datasets were selected from the archive 
of the SoFIA3 ([18F]-NaF uptake in abdominal aortic aneurysm) 
study [10] involving [18F]-NaF PET/CT imaging of AAA 
lesions. Each patient was injected with 125 MBq of [18F]-NaF 
and imaged on the Biograph mCTTM PET-CT scanner (Siemens 
Healthineers, Knoxville, TN, USA) [28]. A low-dose CT 
attenuation correction (CTAC) scan was performed (120 kV, 50 
mAs, 5/3 mm) followed by a PET acquisition using 3ൈ10 min 
bed positions to ensure coverage from the thoracic aorta to the 
aortic bifurcation. The data were reconstructed with OSEM 
using 21 subsets and 30 iterations. PSF modelling was 
incorporated into the reconstruction of all the spill-in correction 
methods as an isotropic 3D Gaussian kernel with 4.4 mm 
FWHM in both axial and transverse planes [21]. A sample 
patient scan showing the attenuation image, PET image and the 
segmented bone is shown in Fig. 4. 
For the patient data, a 3-tissue LP algorithm was 
implemented, where the image was segmented into a target VOI 
consisting of the aneurysm, and the hot bone (i.e. J=2), and the 
global background outside the target VOI. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Sagittal view of an [18F]-NaF PET/CT scan of a patient with 
abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA): (a) CT-based attenuation image 
where the AAA (circled with a blue dashed line) is in close proximity 
to a highly radioactive bone (shown with green arrow), (b) PET image, 
and (c) active bone segmented from the CTAC image, used for the 
background correction method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)                       (b)                             (c) 
 
  
 
ROI analysis was performed by delineating the aneurysmal 
aorta to estimate the mean and maximum SUVs (SUVmean and 
SUVmax) in the aneurysm. Following the standard clinical 
quantification [10], [29], [30], we estimated the maximum 
target-to-background ratio ሺܶܤܴ௠௔௫ሻ using: ܶܤܴ௠௔௫ ൌ ௌ௎௏೘ೌೣሺ்ሻௌ௎௏೘೐ೌ೙ሺ஻௣ሻ              (13) 
where ܷܵ ௠ܸ௔௫ሺܶሻ corresponds to the maximum SUV in the 
target (aneurysm), while ܷܵ ௠ܸ௘௔௡ሺܤ݌ሻ is the mean SUV in the 
background (blood pool region in the inferior vena cava). 
To demonstrate the magnitude of the spill-in effect from the 
bone to the aorta, we delineated two ROIs: ROI1, denoted as 
AAA, covers the entire aneurysm and ROI2, denoted as AAAexc, 
excludes the AAA parts very close to the bone, as has been 
reported previously [8].  We then quantified the SUV at the 
aneurysm using these two regions. Information about these 
ROIs and the selection criteria are shown for all the 3 patient 
datasets in supplementary Fig. S2. 
The performance of all the reconstruction algorithms was 
evaluated in terms of the contrast (ܥ்஻) of the aneurysm region 
against normal tissue and the coefficient of variation (COV) 
was used as the noise metrics for all algorithms, as given by 
(10-12)ǤThese metrics were computed at each iteration using 
AAA-exc in order to avoid the spill-in effects. 
IV. RESULTS 
This section shows the ROI analysis obtained from the 
reconstructed images of both the phantom and patient datasets.  
A. Simulation 
Fig. 5 shows the RCmax
 
and RCmean
 
of all the lesions estimated 
at iteration 3 for all the reconstruction algorithms. OSEM and 
PSF show higher RCmax
 
than other methods, especially for 
lesions L1 and L4. For lesion L1 which is closest to the bladder, 
there is a substantial RCmax overestimation of up to 40%. 
However, the correction methods: BC, LP and HKEM have 
almost steady RC values (close to 1) for all lesions except for 
lesion L2 which is greatly underestimated for all algorithms.  
 
Fig. 5.  The mean RCmax and RCmean of lesions L1-L6 for all evaluated 
reconstruction algorithms at 3 iterations and bladder SUV 55.5. This 
shows the mean of the 10 noise realizations, and the error bar is given 
as the standard error of the mean. The dashed horizontal line denotes 
the expected lesion RC. 
Fig. 6 shows the % Difference in RC for all lesions due to the 
activity in the bladder. This is estimated using (13). At 3 
iteration, OSEM, OSEM+PSF and HKEM images show higher 
% change in RC values of up to 40% for lesions L1 and L2 
which are close to the bladder. However, at iteration 10, the % 
change is within 20%. BC and LP images show a considerably 
lower % change in RC both at 3 and 10 iterations.  
To estimate the image contrast and noise properties of each 
method, the contrast
 
and CoV
 
were calculated for each lesion 
as iteration increases using (10) and (11), and this is shown in 
Fig. 7. 
 
Fig. 6. The % change in RCmax and RCmean of lesions L1-L6 for all evaluated reconstruction algorithms due to the activity in the bladder. This is 
estimated at 3 and 10 iterations (it) using (13). The error bar is given as the standard error of the mean. 
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Fig. 7.  Contrast versus CoV against the iterations in each of the lesions for all reconstruction algorithms. 
 
B. Patient Data  
The convergence plots of all the reconstruction algorithms 
are shown in the supplementary Figure S4. The results showed 
that at lower iterations, OSEM images have higher quantitative 
values than PSF-based images, while PSF+LP images yielded 
the least quantitative values. However, as iteration increases, 
PSF-based images showed increased quantitative values than 
OSEM images. It could also be noted that there is lack of 
convergence in PSF-based images, except for PSF+LP images 
which showed good convergence. Fig. 8 shows the CT 
attenuation and PET reconstructed images of the three datasets 
under review. The PET images demonstrated a higher [18F]-
NaF uptake in the aneurysm, compared to normal tissue. Also, 
we observed a high uptake in the adjacent bone, which might 
significantly influence quantification at the aneurysm. It could 
also be seen that for all the patients, PSF-based reconstructions 
attained a better contrast and more reduced noise than OSEM 
reconstruction, with the PSF+HKEM algorithm yielding the 
best performance. This was also shown for each reconstruction 
algorithm in terms of the contrast and COV in Fig. 9.  
The spill-in activity from the bone into the aneurysm was 
estimated by drawing 2 ROIs on the aneurysm: ROI1 was drawn 
over the entire aneurysm region (AAA), while ROI2 was drawn 
such that it excluded regions close to the active bone (AAA-
exc).  
The difference in SUVs and TBR between AAA and AAA-
exc as iteration increases was computed for all patients, and the 
result is displayed in Fig. 10. Substantial differences between 
AAA and AAAexc were observed for SUVmean, SUVmax and 
TBRmax, with patient 3 exhibiting the largest difference. The 
difference decreased with iterations for all algorithms. 
 This discrepancy in SUV values between the two ROIs is 
partly due to the spill-in effect emanating from the adjacent 
active bone. PSF-based reconstructions performed well in 
reducing this spill-in activity for patient 1, but not for patients 
2 and 3. For all 3 patients under review, PSF+BC exhibited the 
least differences between the two ROIs for all the quantitative 
metrics used, thereby suggesting the most robust spill-in 
correction performance. 
The spill-in effect from the bone into the aneurysm was 
also shown by drawing a line profile across the bone and the 
aneurysm as shown in Fig. 11. Indeed, the regions of the 
aneurysm in close proximity to the bone appeared to exhibit 
higher activity concentration, as they are expected to be more 
prone to the spill-in effects from the hot background signal in 
the bone tissues. This was true for all the reconstruction 
algorithms, except PSF+BC, where the bone contribution was 
successfully removed. 
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Fig. 8.  Sagittal views of the PET reconstructed images at 3 full iterations, shown for the 3 patients (top-to-bottom rows). All images are displayed 
with the same maximum SUV threshold value 6. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Contrast versus COV in the aneurysm as a function of iteration. 
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Fig. 10. Quantification difference between AAA and AAA-exc for all metrics. This is shown for patients 1 ± 3 (from top to bottom).  
 
Fig. 11. Profile across the bone and the aneurysm showing the portion of aneurysm in contact with bone as more prone to the spill-in effect. 
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V. DISCUSSION 
In this study, we have investigated the spill-in effects in 
target regions close to highly active background regions, 
especially as it applies to a characteristic set of clinical [18F]-
NaF PET exams of abdominal aortic aneurysm. We have also 
comparatively evaluated the performance of recently proposed 
correction techniques, capable of compensating for the spill-in 
effects. These techniques were compared using simulated 
phantom with a Siemens Biograph mMRTM scanner template 
and AAA [18F]-NaF PET-CT data of three patients scanned 
with the Siemens Biograph mCTTM scanner.  
For the simulation, the recovery coefficients increase with 
increasing lesion diameter, where lesion L2 with the smallest 
diameter of 6 mm has the smallest recovery coefficient as 
shown in Fig. 5. Although, one would expect the RC values for 
all lesions to improve with increasing iterations, this is only true 
for lesions L3, L4 and L6. Lesions L1, L2 and L5 have their RC 
reducing as iteration increases, until it converges at about 10 
iterations (Supplementary Fig. S3). This behavior is attributed 
to the spill in effect in previous studies [7] as these lesions are 
closer to the bladder [4], [7]. This effect causes a substantial 
disparity in RC for all algorithms at lower iterations. Even 
though L1 and L3 have the same diameter (10 mm), the spill in 
effect resulted in the difference in RCmean and RCmax of up to 
15% and 38% respectively between L1 and L3. The spill in 
effect also makes L5 (8 mm) to have higher RC than even L4 
(20 mm). However, despite the spill in effect in L2 (6 mm), it 
still has lower RC than other lesions for all reconstruction 
algorithms. This is due to the fact that the spill in effect is 
probably offset by the spill out effect which is more prominent 
in small lesions. Comparing the reconstruction algorithms, 
OSEM and PSF images show a substantial overestimation in 
lesion SUVmax of up to 40% for lesions very close to the 
bladder, and small lesions are greatly underestimated. But BC, 
LP and HKEM methods have almost steady uptake recovery 
(close to 1) for all lesions except L2.  BC also outperformed LP 
and HKEM in reducing the spill in effect in lesion L3. 
The spill in effect due to the bladder activity is further 
validated in Fig. 6 where there is a large % difference in lesion 
RC values when the bladder SUV changes from SUV0 to 
SUV55.5. For proximal lesions (L1 and L2), this change is up 
to 40% for OSEM, PSF and HKEM images, but within 20% for 
BC and LP.  
The performance of the reconstruction algorithms for the 
simulated phantom and patient PET images were evaluated in 
terms of convergence properties, contrast and COV as 
displayed in Figs. 6 and 9 and supplementary Figs. S3 and S4. 
For the simulation (Fig. S3), PSF has the highest RCmean for all 
the spheres, while LP has the lowest, except for lesion L2 where 
HKEM has the lowest RCmean. For all 3 patients (Fig. S4), 
OSEM yielded the highest SUVmean SUVmax and TBRmax at 
early iterations while the PSF+HKEM algorithm exhibited the 
lowest. However, at late iterations, PSF and PSF+BC methods 
attained the highest values. The high SUVs in OSEM 
reconstructed images might be due to the noise amplification of 
the algorithm, compared with PSF-reconstruction. This could 
be clearly seen in Figs. 8 and 9, where PSF-reconstructed 
images attained better noise reduction and higher contrast 
compared to the OSEM images. In addition to the considerable 
noise reduction, PSF+LP and PSF+HKEM images achieved 
higher contrast, with PSF+HKEM yielding the best 
performance. The substantial noise reduction attained with the 
PSF+HKEM method could be partly responsible for the 
considerably lower values obtained from the PSF+HKEM 
images. Although PSF+HKEM had higher contrast than 
PSF+LP (Fig. 8), the latter had a lower CoV (Fig. 9) because 
the activity in the aneurysm is more uniformly distributed in 
PSF+LP image than in PSF+HKEM image, thereby leading to 
a lower standard deviation, and hence lower CoV in PSF+LP 
image. It should also be noted, however, that PSF 
reconstructions exhibited a slow convergence, which has been 
a commonly reported issue in past PSF resolution modelling 
reconstruction studies [31], [32]. 
For the patient data, the spill-in effect from the active bone 
adjacent to the aneurysm resulted in major differences between  
the two ROIs (AAA and AAA-exc) for SUVmean, SUVmax and 
TBRmax (Fig. 10), especially for patient 3. This spill-in effect 
was further demonstrated by extracting a profile across the bone 
and the aneurysm as demonstrated in Fig. 11. It could be seen 
that regions of the aneurysm in close proximity to the bone were 
relatively more prone to the spill-in effect from the bone. This 
was true for all the reconstructions algorithms, except PSF+BC, 
where the bone contribution was successfully removed. 
The differences in SUVs and TBR between AAA and AAA-
exc decreased with a larger number of iterations for all 
algorithms, except PSF+BC which showed an almost zero 
difference in all cases. This suggests that the spill-in effect 
might have been reduced at later iterations, as previously 
reported [7]. This observation might be explained by the 
convergence of all algorithms with more iterations. However, a 
high noise amplification with little or no improvement in the 
image contrast was observed for higher number of iterations 
(Fig. 9). 
It could also be noted that PSF+HKEM and PSF+LP images 
had considerably higher differences compared to the other 
techniques in all the quantification metrics used. Although 
PSF+LP performed slightly better than PSF+HKEM, it could 
not remove as much spill-in effects in the patient data as it did 
for the phantom data. This could be due to the assumption that 
the segmented tissue inside the VOI had a uniform activity 
concentration [12], [13]. Since this is not the case for the patient 
data, the LP method might have had the tendency to enforce a 
uniform uptake over the aneurysm and the bone tissues, thereby 
limiting the performance of the algorithm.  
Also, the seemingly high spill-in effect in the PSF-based 
reconstructions could have been observed due to the commonly 
reported Gibbs artefacts, resulting in an overshoot around the 
hot region (i.e. bone) [31]-[33]. This might have led to the 
considerably higher values for AAA than AAA-exc, making it 
appear as though there is a higher spill-in effect with PSF 
reconstruction. However, the background correction (BC) 
technique corrected for this overestimation, and also improved 
the spill-in correction in the aneurysm. 
The large difference between AAA and AAA-exc noticed for 
patient 3 might also have been observed due to inaccurate 
segmentation of the bone, and ROI-induced errors (where the 
aneurysm ROI partly covers the bone). This was also true for 
all the patient datasets where the performance of the LP method 
was dependent on segmentation (as earlier discussed). This 
  
 
suggests that these correction techniques were sensitive to 
segmentation errors (and potentially, misalignment of PET and 
CT images), which might have posed limitations to their 
performance. The effect of registration errors on the HKEM 
technique and the effect of segmentation errors on the BC 
reconstruction method have been separately studied in two 
previous investigations [7] [15]. Past studies have also shown 
that there is currently no firm consensus as to which correction 
approach is the best [34]-[36]. 
The performance of the BC techniques could have been 
further enhanced by further optimizing its implementation 
parameters. However, in this current work, the BC was 
implemented as a simple, yet effective, spill-in correction 
technique which could be easily adopted for routine use in the 
clinic. Thus, we estimated the background contribution at the 
3rd iterations which is the most commonly employed iteration 
in clinical PET exams. More so, the estimated background 
regions were quite active and large, and hence, it was 
reasonably expected that the background activity would have 
nearly converged after the 3rd iteration, as demonstrated in the 
supplementary Fig. S1. However, for smaller background 
regions, a higher number of iterations might be required to 
ensure an adequate convergence. Or better still, we might need 
to update the background contribution at every iteration. 
It is useful to note that the comparison between the correction 
algorithms might have been impacted by their varying degrees 
of contrast and convergence rates. Therefore, it would be 
helpful in future studies to carry out noise-matching in order to 
minimise the bias in evaluating the algorithms performances. 
A major limitation in the simulation study is the crucial 
approximation of modelling an image-based system blurring 
and using the same analytical model to simulate and reconstruct 
the data. Although this is helpful for investigating the 
performance of the algorithms in correcting for the spill-in 
effect in each simulated lesion, it would have been preferable 
to utilise Monte Carlo simulators. Nevertheless, this limitation 
does not significantly impact the performance of the different 
algorithms because we also utilised acquired patient datasets 
which demonstrated similar trend in the performance of the 
algorithms for spill-in correction. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
We have investigated the impact of spill-in effects on PET 
quantification accuracy in regions of interest close to high 
background activity regions. For that purpose, we 
systematically evaluated the performance of three recently 
proposed promising spill-in correction techniques using both 
phantom PET/MR experimental data as well as abdominal 
aortic aneurysm PET/CT human patient data. The results 
showed that the BC method could be successfully used to 
correct for the spill-in effects in regions close to a hot 
background region. The BC method was also robust to ROI-
selection variability thus enhancing the accurate PET signal 
quantification in large varieties of target regions of interest. 
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